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ABSTRACT. This paper offers a rearticulation and defence of the modal account of luck that I developed in earlier work (e.g., Pritchard 2005). In particular, the proposal is situated within a certain methodology, a component of which is paying due attention to the cognitive science literature on luck (and risk) ascriptions. It is shown that with the modal account of luck properly articulated it can adequately deal with some of the problems that have recently been offered against it, and that the view has a number of attractions over competing proposals, such as the lack of control account.
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1. ANTI-LUCK EPISTEMOLOGY AND
THE MODAL ACCOUNT OF LUCK IN OUTLINE

The aim of this paper is to revisit the modal account of luck that I set out in previous work—especially Pritchard (2005)—and defend it against objections that have recently arisen in the literature. As we will see, key to my defence of this proposal is the claim that objections to this account often ignore key features of the view. With that in mind, I want to take some time to restate the position.

The backdrop to my interest in offering a theory of luck is that I wanted to develop a way of approaching the theory of knowledge that I call anti-luck epistemology. It is a widely held platitude in epistemology that knowledge is in some fundamental sense incompatible with luck. Call this the anti-luck platitude. Until quite recently this platitude was taken largely at face value, as something
that did not require further elucidation. The guiding thought behind anti-luck epistemology is precisely that one should not take the anti-luck platitude at face value but rather carefully unpack it.

In particular, anti-luck epistemology urges a three-stage approach to the theory of knowledge which takes the anti-luck platitude as central to the project. First, one offers a theory of luck. Second, one delineates the specific sense in which knowledge is incompatible with luck. Finally, third, one puts these two component parts together and formulates an anti-luck condition on knowledge that captures the specific sense in which knowledge is incompatible with luck. If the anti-luck platitude does reveal something deep and important about knowledge, then by undertaking the anti-luck epistemological project one should determine a core epistemic condition on knowledge. Indeed, one might even determine an epistemic condition which is, with true belief, sufficient, or close to being sufficient anyway, for knowledge. That would be quite a result.

One of the attractions of this theoretical project is that it might offer a principled way of dealing with the Gettier problem—viz., the problem of explaining what it takes to avoid the specific kind of epistemic luck which undermines knowledge in Gettier-style cases. On standard epistemological proposals one tries to deal with the Gettier problem by working out which condition or conditions one needs to add to one’s favoured non-Gettier-proof account of knowledge in order to make it Gettier-proof. This way of approaching the problem has been notoriously unsuccessful, and tends to lead to analyses of knowledge that strike one as ad hoc and unmotivated. Indeed, the general lack of success of this way of dealing with the Gettier problem has given rise to the widespread view that knowledge is not the kind of thing that is susceptible to an analysis.¹

Anti-luck epistemology promises to be a better way of approaching this issue since rather than focussing specifically on the kind of epistemic luck in play in Gettier cases, one instead attends to the general question of the nature of knowledge-undermining epistemic luck, whether it is found in Gettier-style cases or elsewhere. The anti-luck condition which results from a successfully conducted anti-luck epistemology will thus not be a mere anti-Gettier condition, even though it will exclude Gettier-style cases just as it excludes other cases of knowledge-undermining epistemic luck. Moreover, rather than taking the notion of luck as a primitive, anti-luck epistemology incorporates a theory of luck as a means of outlining the anti-luck condition on knowledge.

The difficulty that faced anti-luck epistemology when I first tried to develop it, however, was that I found to my surprise that there was next to nothing in the philosophical literature on the nature of luck. Indeed, I think it is fair to say that luck was at this time largely treated as an undefined primitive.² This is surprising, particularly given the tendency of analytical philosophers to offer theories of just about any term of philosophical interest. After all, luck is not just a core
notion in epistemology, but also in a number of other philosophical domains too, such as ethics (moral responsibility), political philosophy (just deserts), and metaphysics (causation). In any case, since there was no existing literature on the philosophy of luck to engage with, I was faced with the task of trying to offer my own account, largely ex nihilo.

But why offer a modal account of luck? Here I was guided—and I am still guided—by an insight from epistemology that I think is crucial for our understanding of luck. Consider the famous lottery example. Imagine a subject who holds a lottery ticket for a fair lottery with astronomically long odds, where the draw has been made. The ticket is a loser, but the subject has not yet heard the result and so has no inkling of this. We can add to this story in two interesting ways. In the first scenario, the subject becomes aware of the astronomical odds involved and hence on this basis forms the true belief that her ticket is a loser. In the second scenario, the subject hasn’t paid any attention at all to the odds involved in this lottery. Instead, she reads the result in a reliable newspaper and so on this basis forms the true belief that her ticket is a loser.

Here is the puzzle. It seems that the subject in the first scenario doesn’t know that her ticket is a loser, and yet the subject in the second scenario does. Moreover, the natural explanation of why this is so is that in the first scenario the subject’s true belief is a matter of luck, while in the second scenario it is not a matter of luck. The reason why this is puzzling is that if we consider the subject’s bases for belief then, from a probabilistic point of view anyway, the odds in the second case are nothing like as massively in support of the truth of the subject’s belief as they are in the first case. How then can it be that knowledge is present in the second case and not the first? Is knowledge not a straightforward function of the strength of one’s evidence, probabilistically conceived?

What the lottery case reminds us is that an event can be modally close even when probabilistically unlikely. That is, the possible world in which one wins a lottery, while probabilistically far-fetched, is in fact modally close. The possible world in which one is leaping about with joy in one’s room because one is a lottery winner is very alike to the possible world in which one is tearing one’s ticket up in disgust—all that needs to change is that a few coloured balls fall in a slightly different configuration.

In contrast, the possible world in which a reliable newspaper misprints the lottery result, while not so probabilistically far-fetched, is not modally close. Newspapers have a morbid fear of printing erroneous lottery results—just think of the problems that this could cause—and so have elaborate systems in place in order to ensure the accuracy of what they print in this regard. It follows that one needs to change quite a lot about the actual world in order to get to the possible world where a reliable newspaper (The Times, say) prints an incorrect lottery result. The moral is
that modal closeness comes apart from probabilistic closeness. In particular, one cannot infer
from the fact that an event is probabilistically unlikely (such as a lottery win) that it is therefore
also modally far-off.

Indeed, this is why people play lotteries, and yet do not place bets on modally far-fetched
events with similarly massive odds. The odds of me winning the 100m gold medal at the next
Olympics may well be in the region of your average lottery win, but you’d be crazy to bet the same
amount you’d spend on a lottery ticket on this event obtaining. This is because not only is this
event probabilistically far-fetched, but it is also modally far-fetched—an awful lot would need to
change about the actual world to make it such that I am an Olympic sprint champion (indeed, I
suspect it would take some sort of global conspiracy).

This distinction between modal and probabilistic closeness of events may seem highly
theoretical, but it is nonetheless rooted in our ordinary judgements. The lottery example is a case
in point, since we are surely sensitive to fact that the lottery win scenario is modally close even
while being probabilistically far-fetched (even if we wouldn’t articulate this distinction in these
terms of course). Indeed, that we recognise this point is revealed by our behaviour, in that we are
not at all inclined to bet on modally far-fetched events with similar odds to the lottery.

Why is knowledge lacking in the first scenario where the subject’s true belief is based solely
on the odds, but present in the second scenario where it is based on reading the result in a reliable
newspaper? Here is a perfectly natural explanation. In the first scenario the subject’s true belief is
just down to luck, since she could so very easily have formed a false belief (i.e., had the balls fallen
in a slightly different configuration, such that she owned the winning lottery ticket). In the latter
case, in contrast, the subject’s true belief doesn’t seem lucky at all. Given how she formed her true
belief, she couldn’t have easily formed a false belief, since reliable newspapers tend to publish the
right result in worlds like the actual world. We can also think of this in terms of the notion of risk.
Given how the former agent forms her belief in the first case it seems subject to an undue degree
of epistemic risk, since she could have easily got things wrong. Not so in the second case, where
the degree of epistemic risk is far lower.

Our judgements about knowledge are thus sensitive to the modal closeness of error as
opposed to its probabilistic closeness. That is, the moral of the lottery example is that a true belief
can fail to be knowledge even despite the odds being massively in its favour so long as the
possibility of error is nonetheless modally close. In such cases we judge the agent’s cognitive
success to be too risky to count as knowledge.

This point about this distinction between modal and probabilistic closeness being rooted
in our everyday judgements is borne out by the empirical research on luck and risk ascriptions. For
while I found, back when I first started working on anti-luck epistemology, that philosophers
hadn’t said much about luck, I discovered that psychologists had said a great deal about this topic. Moreover—and this is a key point—when it comes to judgements about luck and risk, it is the modal closeness of the target event that has the whip hand.

For example, in a series of studies conducted by the psychologist Karl Teigen (1995; 1996; 1997; 1998a; 1998b; 2003) it was found that when a success was perceived as being physically close to a failure (i.e., when a wheel of fortune stopped in a winning sector, but was physically close to stopping in a losing sector) the success was perceived as more lucky than when the failure was not perceived as physically close. Moreover, he also found that this counterfactual closeness could not be understood simply in terms of the probabilities involved. Subjects were willing to treat events as being different as regards the degree of luck involved even whilst granting that the probabilities of each of the two events occurring was the same. Subjects would, for example, recognise that the probability of one’s ball landing in a losing sector on a roulette wheel was constant wherever the ball landed in that losing sector, while also regarding an event in which one’s ball landed near to the winning sector as involving bad luck, unlike other events where the ball landed further away (which, depending on where the ball landed, were either not regarded as unlucky at all, or else regarded as involving less bad luck).

With these kinds of considerations in mind, we are thus closing in not just on the idea that luck is a distinctively modal notion, but also what kind of modal notion it is. That is, roughly, what makes an event lucky is that while it obtains in the actual world, there are—keeping the initial conditions for that event fixed—close possible worlds in which this event does not obtain. So, for example, a lottery win is a lucky event because there are close possible worlds where the initial conditions for this event are the same but where one does not win the lottery (i.e., where the coloured balls fall in a slightly different configuration).

What is meant here by the ‘initial conditions for the event’? The point of this restriction is that we need to keep certain features of the actual world fixed in our evaluation of the close worlds. In particular cases, it is usually pretty clear what needs to remain fixed. In the lottery case, for example, we obviously need to keep fixed that the subject buys a lottery ticket and that the lottery retains much of its salient features (i.e., remains free and fair, with long odds, and so on). If, say, one were guaranteed to win the lottery (e.g., it is rigged in one’s favour), then clearly this isn’t a lucky event even if, as it happens, there are close possible worlds in which one does not win the lottery (e.g., because one is prevented from buying a lottery ticket in such worlds).

Is there a general specification that one can offer of these ‘initial conditions’? Well, we can say this much: they need to be specific enough to pick-out a particular kind of event which we want to assess for luckiness, but not so specific as to guarantee that this event obtains (e.g., we
don’t want the purchase of a winning lottery ticket to be part of the initial conditions for the lottery win). That’s quite vague, of course, but my suspicion is that we shouldn’t expect anything more detailed, in that we shouldn’t require a theory to be any more precise than the phenomena about which we are theorizing. For our purposes it is enough that we can pick-out such initial conditions on a case-by-case basis (which I believe we usually can).

Note that this conception of luck can accommodate the idea that luck comes in degrees. Consider the lucky event of not being shot by a sniper’s bullet. With everything else kept fixed, imagine that in scenario A the bullet misses one by millimeters, whereas in scenario B the bullet misses one by a metre. We would naturally judge that both events are lucky, and our account of luck confirms this judgement, for in both cases there are close possible worlds in which the initial conditions for this event are the same and one is hit by the bullet. We would also naturally judge that scenario A is luckier than scenario B, and our account of luck again confirms this judgement. For the possible worlds in which one is hit by the bullet are clearly closer in scenario A than they are in scenario B, since less needs to be changed about the actual world in order to get to these possible worlds.

More generally, we can say that the degree of luck involved varies in line with the modal closeness of the world in which the target event doesn’t obtain (but where the initial conditions for that event are kept fixed). We would thus have a continuum picture of the luckiness of an event, from very lucky to not (or hardly) lucky at all. Once the degree of luck falls below a certain level—i.e., once there is no modally close world where the target event doesn’t obtain—then we would naturally classify the event as not lucky, since it does not involve a significant degree of luck. This conception of luck also allows us to compare events in terms of their luckiness, so even when considering two events which we don’t think are lucky we can nonetheless ask the question whether the one is luckier than the other (e.g., not being shot by a sniper is presumably luckier if the actual world is one where gun ownership is common than if, all other things being equal, gun ownership is rare—even when neither event involves a significant degree of luck).9

Another way of thinking about luck is in terms of the related notion of risk. There is a lot of empirical support for the idea that subjects’ judgements about risk and luck tend to go hand-in-hand. In particular, just like luck, subjects’ judgements about risk track the modal closeness of the target event rather than its probabilistic likelihood. So subjects might grant that the probabilistic likelihood of two events is broadly the same, and yet nonetheless characterize one of them as being riskier than the other because they regard this event as modally closer.

A good example of this is subjects’ judgements about the risks involved in various kinds of transport. While subjects will grant that the probability of sustaining serious injury when, say,
driving a car is much, much higher than alternative forms of transport, such as taking the train, they nonetheless tend to judge that car driving is not an especially risky activity (i.e., no more risky, or at least not especially riskier, than taking the train). There are various explanations for this. It is certainly true, for example, that various cognitive biases have a role to play in leading subjects to make these assessments of risk. The fact that one is driving one’s car, as opposed to being a passenger (as on a train), makes the ‘illusion of control’ bias relevant, for example. This leads subjects to overestimate their control over events associated with car driving, such as their propensity to have accidents. This bias, coupled with the fact that subjects tend to overestimate their expertise (most people think that they are above-average drivers), leads them to regard driving a car as a not especially risky activity, even taking the relatively high probability of car accidents (when compared with some other forms of transport) into account.

We can explain what is going on here in terms of our account of luck. The car driver in the grip of these cognitive biases has a conception of the actual world such that the possible world in which they incur serious injury while driving is not especially close, and hence not a serious risk (even despite the relatively high probabilities in play). That is, keeping fixed salient initial conditions (the subject’s above average driving skill, for example), it is not a matter of luck that they avoid serious accident on a given car journey. Judgements about luck thus dovetail with judgements about risk. To say that a target event is risky is to say that (keeping relevant initial conditions for that event fixed) it obtains in close possible worlds. As the modal distance between the actual world and the possible world where the target event obtains becomes more remote, so the riskiness of the event lessens. At some point, the target event is so modally remote as to not be significantly risky, and hence we tend to judge that there is no risk involved.

Of course, there are some differences between our judgements about luck and about risk. The latter specifically concerns ‘negative’ events, such as hazards (e.g., the risk of being in a car accident), while we can quite comfortably think of the former in terms of positive events like lottery wins. But at least insofar as we are concerned to eliminate luck from an event—which usually means eliminate bad luck—the two terms will tend to coincide. This is certainly true in the epistemic case, where our concern is to find a condition on knowledge which excludes the negative event of bad (i.e., knowledge-undermining) epistemic luck.

Let us now return to anti-luck epistemology. We now have the theory of luck that we are looking for, in the form of the modal account of luck. In terms of the specific sense in which knowledge excludes luck, let us gloss over the dialectical twists and turns, of which there are many, and cut to the chase: we are interested in the event of the subject being cognitively successful (i.e., having a true belief), and we want this event to be non-lucky.
we can flesh this out by saying that a lucky cognitive success is a cognitive success where—keeping the relevant initial conditions fixed as usual—cognitive failure (i.e., false belief) is modally close.\textsuperscript{16} A non-lucky cognitive success is thus one where, keeping the initial conditions fixed, cognitive failure is not modally close. A bit more carefully, we can say that there is a continuum of epistemic luck in play here. Where the cognitive failure in question is modally very close, then the cognitive success is very lucky and hence knowledge is excluded. Where the cognitive failure is modally far-off, then the cognitive success is not significantly lucky and hence is compatible with knowledge. In between, there is spectrum of degrees of epistemic luck (and hence we would expect our judgements about knowledge possession to be more secure as the degree of epistemic luck lessens).

As before, we can also express this idea in terms of the language of risk, in this case \textit{epistemic risk}. Where cognitive failure is modally close, then there is a great deal of epistemic risk, enough to undermine knowledge. As the cognitive failure moves further out, modally speaking, however, then we become more tolerant of it, to the point where eventually it becomes compatible with knowledge. In particular, where the cognitive failure is modally far-off, then the degree of epistemic risk is low enough to be discounted, and hence it isn’t incompatible with knowledge.

Anti-luck epistemology generates a number of interesting theoretical consequences. One of the overarching morals of anti-luck epistemology is that we should endorse the so-called \textit{safety principle}, which is a modal condition on knowledge (and in particular, we should endorse it over competing modal conditions on knowledge, such as the \textit{sensitivity principle}).\textsuperscript{17} Moreover, anti-luck epistemology motivates a particular rendering of this principle. The safety principle in outline demands a cognitive success that could not very easily be a failure. So put, the general fit with our anti-luck epistemology is obvious.

But once we opt for an anti-luck epistemology we also get a very specific rendering of the safety principle. Rather than the general claim that a safe cognitive success is one that could not very easily have been a failure, we get instead a continuum picture of epistemic risk involved, with modally very close epistemic risks incompatible with knowledge at the one end of the continuum, shading off along this continuum towards modally far-off epistemic risks that are compatible with knowledge. The result is a much more nuanced conception of the safety principle. As I’ve argued elsewhere, with the safety principle so understood we can deal with a range of problems that have been leveled against it.\textsuperscript{18}

It’s not my goal here to defend anti-luck epistemology, however. I mention it only to offer a sense of how the modal account of luck can be put to work within a particular philosophical project. What I want to do instead is further outline the modal account of luck, and in doing so
deal with some of the objections that have been raised against it in the recent literature.

2. LUCK, SIGNIFICANCE AND SUBJECTIVITY

First off, we should note that the modal account of luck as just presented might be thought to be missing an important component. In particular, in earlier work I supplemented the modal condition on luck outlined above with a further condition which I referred to as a “significance condition.”¹⁹ The thinking behind this condition is that there are all kinds of events that satisfy the modal condition which don’t thereby seem to qualify as lucky—such as a ‘lucky’ small avalanche in a distant and unoccupied region of the South Pole, one which will never be of any interest (or ought to be of any interest) to anyone. In short, it seems that it is only significant events that are in the market for luck.

The question then becomes how best to formulate this condition, and this poses various challenges. Does it suffice to meet the significance condition that a subject (any subject?) merely regards the target event as significant (whether rightly or wrongly), or should we opt for a more objective treatment of significance whereby we focus on those events which the subject ought to find significant? Do we allow for subject-relative luck, such that an event can be lucky for subject A and yet not for subject B? Do we allow purely pragmatic factors—such as what kinds of things are being discussed in a given conversational context—to determine whether an event is significant? And so on.

In earlier work I tried to steer a course through these issues—see especially Pritchard (2005, ch. 6)—but I have now come to the conclusion that the very idea of adding a significance condition to the modal account of luck is wrongheaded. Think again about the small avalanche on the South Pole that was just mentioned. Of course, no one will regard it as lucky since no one cares about it, and it makes no difference to anyone. But why should that prevent this event from being a genuinely lucky event? The point I am getting at is that we shouldn’t expect an account of the metaphysics of lucky events to be responsive to such subjective factors as whether an event is the kind of thing that people care about enough to regard as lucky. That’s just not part of the load that a metaphysical account of luck should be expected to carry.²⁰

There is a related issue in the vicinity regarding the distinction between good and bad luck. Our practices of luck ascription obviously distinguish between the two, and so one might antecedently expect a theory of luck to incorporate an account of this distinction. But as with the significance condition, I think it would be a mistake to try to build a distinction between good and
bad luck into a metaphysical account of the nature of a lucky event. This distinction instead concerns our subjective responses to lucky events, and is not an inherent feature of lucky events themselves. More generally, our interest ought to be in luck as an objective feature of events, which means that we should be wary about drawing too many conclusions from agents’ subjective judgements about luck.

With this point in mind, consider again the way in which we appealed to the cognitive science literature regarding luck and risk ascriptions above. One interesting feature of this literature is that it can lend support to the modal account of luck even when the judgements in question are manifestly false (e.g., where those judgements are due to cognitive bias). Consider an agent who judges that plane travel is very risky because they have a faulty conception of the actual world such that very little would need to occur for one’s plane to crash. That the agent makes judgements about luck and risk in this way lends support to the modal account of luck even though, since the agent has false beliefs about the nature of the actual world, the event in question (surviving a given plane journey) is not in fact lucky at all.

We thus find the cognitive science literature motivating a conception of lucky events which generates an extension for such events which is very different to the extension implied by our everyday judgements about luck and risk (insofar as those judgements are taken completely at face value at any rate). I don’t think this should surprise us at all, any more than it should surprise us that one’s judgements about when an event is lucky could prove to be undermined when we are apprised of more information about the event. For example, one might regard one’s lottery win as lucky so long as one takes oneself to be playing a standard lottery game, but then discover otherwise. If one subsequently discovered that one was guaranteed to win, for instance—that the game has been rigged in one’s favour, say—then one would surely no longer regard it as a lucky win.

The point is that as philosophers our interest is ultimately not in our subjective judgements about luck as such (which may be made while in possession of incomplete information), but rather in luck as an objective phenomenon. More precisely, we are interested in our subjective judgements about luck only because of what they reveal about our folk concept of luck, but it is consistent with this approach that our subjective judgements about lucky events are regularly mistaken. Indeed, if the cognitive science literature in this regard is correct, then this is more than just a theoretical possibility, in that this literature reveals that we often misclassify events as lucky or not lucky. As we will see below, this observation that our subjective judgements about luck are not to be taken at face value, but rather evaluated relative to an objective standard for lucky events, is important to understanding how the modal account of luck can deal with certain cases.
that have been leveled against it.

Could it turn out that there is no such thing as lucky events? Well, this is certainly not ruled out by the modal account of luck any more than it is ruled out by other theories of luck. If metaphysical determinism is true, for example, then one could argue that there is never any close possible world where the target event failed to obtain. But notice that it is not part of the task of offering a theory of luck that one thereby shows that there are lucky events. Indeed, it is no more a constitutive part of the task of offering a theory of luck that one demonstrates that there are lucky events than it is a constitutive part of the task of offering a theory of knowledge that one demonstrates that radical scepticism about our knowledge of the external world is false. What offering a theory of luck does entail, however, is that conditions are laid down relative to which the question of whether there are lucky events potentially has an answer.

3. MODALITY AND LUCK

A concern one might have about the modal account of luck relates to modality itself, especially where possible worlds are ordered in terms of similarity to the actual world in the way that is crucial to this proposal. After all, there are various problems that notoriously afflict this approach. Even setting aside concerns about the metaphysics of possible worlds, there are problems with the ordering itself. For example, it has been argued that there is no unique closest possible world to the actual world and also that there need be no fact of the matter regarding which of any two given possible worlds is closer to the actual world. Should problems like these regarding possible worlds concern us?

The first point to make about this worry is to remind ourselves that the modal closeness of an event, as opposed to the probabilistic likelihood of an event, is rooted in our ordinary ways of thinking. We can glean this much from the psychological literature on luck and risk ascriptions, as noted earlier, but equally one could dip into the writings of a number of disciplines (e.g., economics, history, geography) and find examples of the very kind of counterfactual thinking and reasoning that trades on this way of thinking about modality. The point is that we need a similarity conception of possible worlds in order to capture what is going on in these domains, and not just in order to make sense of the notion of luck. Whatever problems such a conception faces should thus be met head-on.

The second point to make is that it’s unclear whether any of the difficulties that face the similarity conception of possible worlds pose problems which are specific to the modal account of luck. Take the problem just noted that there is potentially no fact of the matter as to which of any
two possible worlds is closer to the actual world, for example. Why would this problem undermine the modal theory of luck, specifically? The only way I could see it as posing a serious difficulty for this theory would be if we expected the modal account of luck to offer us a very fine-grained way of distinguishing between lucky and non-lucky events, as if there is some kind of sharp cut-off between the two. But why would we expect that (or even actively seek that in a theory of luck)? We noted earlier that luck comes in degrees, with very lucky events shading off along a continuum of luck into events that aren’t significantly lucky. Such a picture is compatible with a broad penumbral range of cases where it’s hard to say whether an event counts as lucky or not. Indeed, such a coarse-grained conception of luck seems entirely in keeping with our normal ways of thinking about luck. In general, there seems no reason why we would seek to appeal to possible worlds to make any fine-grained distinctions regarding lucky and non-lucky events.

So while it is undoubtedly the case that there are general concerns that one can raise about the particular appeal to possible worlds made by the modal account of luck, it doesn’t seem to me that these concerns are in any way specific to this account, at least insofar as we understand this proposal, as I suggest we ought, as offering a coarse-grained way of individuating lucky and non-lucky events.

4. LUCK AND NEIGHBOURING NOTIONS

There is still one more feature of the modal account of luck that we need to consider before we can consider putative counterexamples to the view and rival proposals. This is that a key element of the modal account of luck is the way that it distinguishes luck from neighbouring notions like chance, fortune, lack of control, and so on. Here I will focus on the differences between luck and the neighbouring notions of chance, fortune and accident. In the next section we will look at the relationship between luck and lack of control.

The empirical work on luck ascriptions is helpful to the modal account on more than one front here. For instance, this work shows that subjects’ judgements about luck come apart from their judgements about chance. In particular, in games of chance not all ‘chancy’ outcomes are described as lucky. That one’s number doesn’t come up is down to chance. But if one’s number very nearly came up, then this is attributed to (bad) luck. This accords with the modal account of luck, in that our judgements about luck, but not about chance, are tracking what is going on in relevant regions of the modal environment. Moreover, given the point made earlier about how our judgements about luck are tracking the modal closeness of certain possibilities, rather than the probabilities associated with the target event, this is just what we should expect. ‘Chanciness’
relates to the latter, luck to the former.

The empirical literature also marks a distinction between luck and fortune. While the former tends to be associated with particular events, the latter tends to be concerned with relatively long-standing and significant aspects of one’s life, such as one’s good health or financial security. While subjects have little tendency to characterize particular lucky events in terms the language of fortune, there is a tendency to characterize long-standing and significant features of one’s life, which are most often described in terms of fortune, in terms of the language of luck—e.g., ‘I am lucky/fortunate to have such a wonderful family’. Even despite this overlap in usage, the empirical literature reveals that they are distinct notions, and hence we need to keep them apart.

Indeed, notice that where one is concerned with long-standing features of one’s life the language of luck is not nearly as natural than that of fortune, particularly once one makes it explicit that these features lack the characteristics at issue in the modal account of luck. Take the ‘luck’ that one has good health, for example, and bear in mind the point made in §2 above that we are ultimately interested in luck as an objective phenomenon (i.e., rather than our subjective judgements about luck). If one has good genes (from a health point of view) and one takes good care of oneself (one exercises, eats the right things, receives regular medical check-ups, and so on), then is it really a matter of luck that one has good health? Surely not. We are here making it explicit that there are no close possible worlds where one’s health is poor, but in doing so we are also undermining the idea that one’s good health is to be characterized in terms luck. This lends support to the modal account.

A third notion that is sometimes equated with luck is that of an accident. But here too we should resist the equivalence. I may take great care in choosing my numbers for the lottery and in ensuring that I purchase my ticket in time. If I win, this will be a matter of luck, but it won’t be an accident. After all, I was trying to win, and took the relevant steps to make such a win possible. That precludes this event from being an accident.

Carefully distinguishing luck from neighbouring notions is crucial both to explaining how the modal account of luck is not subject to certain kinds of counterexamples, and also to explaining why competing accounts of luck are problematic, as will now see.

5. THE MODAL ACCOUNT OF LUCK AND ITS RIVALS

We can finally now consider some rival accounts of luck and some putative counterexamples that have been leveled against the modal account of luck. Consider first Nicholas Rescher’s (1995)
claim that lucky events are events that the subject cannot rationally expect to occur. For a wide range of cases, events which satisfy the modal account of luck will also satisfy Rescher’s account, and vice versa. After all, a lucky event according to the modal account of luck is an event that could very easily have not occurred. One would thus expect it to be the kind of event that one couldn’t rationally expect to occur. And it is at least often the case that events that one can’t rationally expect to occur, such as lottery wins, are also events that could very easily have not occurred. Crucially, however, these two accounts do come apart in terms of what they predict about particular cases, and where they do our judgements tend to go with the modal account.

For example, Rescher (1995, 35) gives the example of someone who receives a lot of money unexpectedly from a benefactor. Rescher argues that this constitutes good luck on the agent’s part even if this bequest has been a long time in the planning. But I think we need to be careful here. Perhaps our agent might well be inclined to put this event down to luck, but it is not this judgement that should concern us (as it is almost certainly made while not being in possession of full information), but rather what we should say about the case given that we make all the relevant facts clear. As noted above, we are interested in whether an event is objectively lucky, which may not be the same thing as whether agents under certain conditions (e.g., where they are lacking relevant information) would judge this event as lucky.

Crucially, however, once one makes it clear that the agent knows that this bequest had been planned for a long time and was effectively guaranteed to occur, then the temptation to regard this as a lucky event subsides. Interestingly, there is a natural inclination to regard this as an example of good fortune, and I think this reflects the fact that it is (albeit unbeknownst to the agent) a long-standing and important feature of the agent’s life that he will receive this money.

A related kind of example that might be thought to present problems for the modal account of luck is offered by Jennifer Lackey:

“BURIED TREASURE: Sophie, knowing that she had very little time left to live, wanted to bury a chest filled with all of her earthly treasures on the island she inhabited. As she walked around trying to determine the best site for proper burial, her central criteria were, first, that a suitable location must be on the northwest corner of the island—where she had spent many of her fondest moments in life—and, second, that it had to be a spot where rose bushes could flourish—since these were her favorite flowers. As it happens, there was only one particular patch of land on the northwest corner of the island where the soil was rich enough for roses to thrive. Sophie, being excellent at detecting such soil, immediately located this patch of land and buried her treasure, along with seeds for future roses to bloom, in the one and only spot that fulfilled her two criteria.

One month later, Vincent, a distant neighbor of Sophie’s, was driving in the northwest corner of the island—which was also his most beloved place to visit—and was looking for a place to plant a rose bush in memory of his mother who had died ten years earlier—since these were her favorite flowers. Being excellent at detecting the proper soil for rose bushes to thrive, he immediately located the same patch of land that Sophie had found one month earlier. As he began digging a hole for the bush, he was astonished to discover a buried treasure in the ground.”
(Lackey 2008, §2)
Lackey describes Vincent’s discovery of the buried treasure in this case as a “paradigmatic”
instance of a lucky event, even though it is clearly not lucky by the lights of the modal account of
luck given that Vincent was effectively guaranteed to be successful in finding the treasure given
how the case is described. As with Rescher’s example of bequest, however, I think we need to
look a little more closely at the details of this case.

First off, the example is rather ambiguous in certain respects. For example, how large is
this “patch of land” that Sophie locates? The example only functions as Lackey wants it to if this
patch is roughly the same size as the treasure, since it is only then that Vincent is guaranteed to
find the treasure in this spot. Otherwise, he could have easily planted the rose bush on this patch
of land and yet not found the treasure, and that would be consistent with the event being classed
as lucky according to the modal account. Moreover, how deep was the treasure buried?
Presumably a treasure chest would need to be buried fairly deep to prevent it from becoming
exposed accidentally (e.g., from the effects of the weather), but if that’s right then it’s possible that
one could plant a shrub on this ground without coming across the treasure (remember, after all,
that our agent is not looking for treasure). Hence there is again no obvious inconsistency between
this example and the modal account of luck. And so on.

In order to remove these ambiguities, suppose we stipulated that the areas on the island
where one might bury treasure all come in distinct patches not much bigger than the treasure
itself, and that the soil on these patches becomes too hard to turn very quickly, so that the treasure
cannot be buried very deep. Basically, we are stipulating the details of the case such that if anyone
chose the patch of land in which the treasure was buried to dig (for whatever reason, including to
plant a shrub), they would find the treasure. Now we further stipulate that there is only one patch
of land on the island which is suitable for planting rose bushes, and that it is obvious that this is so
to anyone who knows about these things.

With the case so redescribed, such that Vincent is guaranteed to find the treasure, are we
now inclined to judge that this discovery is lucky? In particular, remember that, just as with the
case that Rescher offers, we need to set aside the fact that Vincent himself might well describe this
discovery as lucky, since he is not availed of all the pertinent facts. The relevant judgement for us
concerns someone who (like ourselves) knows everything salient to the case, and in particular
knows that Vincent is guaranteed to find this treasure. I take it that once we make clear that
Vincent is guaranteed to find the treasure, however, and so form our judgement about whether the
event is lucky while being fully aware of this fact, then the temptation to characterize the event as
lucky disappears. The discovery is accidental, since Vincent wasn’t aiming to find the treasure, but it
is not a matter of luck that he finds treasure in this spot, as he was bound to make this discovery
in this case.

Indeed, this case is in many ways akin to Rescher’s example of the long-planned bequest. Although it is not an accident that the agent in Rescher’s case receives the bequest (as it was planned that he should receive it), just like Lackey’s case this pleasant turn of events can seem lucky at first glance simply in virtue of it being unexpected and surprising. But once one recognizes that the target event was bound to happen then, just like Vincent’s discovery of the treasure, it no longer strikes one as lucky.  

This brings me to the relationship between luck and control. A recurring idea in the literature on luck, particularly moral luck, is that lucky events are events that the agent lacks control over. Construed as a rough necessary condition on luck, the claim is quite plausible, but so construed it is also not in any obvious tension with the modal account of luck. For if an event is within one’s control to bring about, and one does bring it about, then how could it not obtain in close possible worlds where the initial conditions for that event are the same (e.g., where one continues to try to bring it about)? (Indeed, it would be a very fishy sense of ‘control’ if it didn’t generate this consequence). It’s unsurprising then that events that are lucky on the modal account also tend to be outside of one’s control. Hence there’s no need for the proponent of the modal account to object to the idea that lucky events are events that are not in the agent’s control (at least in some suitable sense of ‘control’).

The idea that lack of control is a sufficient condition for a lucky event is, however, highly dubious. To take a familiar example from the literature, the sun rose this morning, but that does not make it lucky that the sun rose—indeed, it was inevitable that it would rise. It is thus incumbent upon proponents of the view that lack of control is sufficient for luck to propose a more nuanced rendering of this idea.

Here, for example, is Wayne Riggs’ recent statement of this view (where ‘E’ stands for the target event):

“E is lucky for S iff;
(a) E is (too far) out of S’s control, and
(b) S did not successfully exploit E for some purpose, and
(c) E is significant to S (or would be significant, were S to be availed of the relevant facts).” (Riggs 2009, 220)

Before we start to unpack this account of luck, we should note from the outset two features of it which are controversial given our previous discussion.

The first point to note is that, following earlier work by myself, Riggs opts for a significance condition on lucky events. As I explained above, however, it now strikes me as mistaken to include such a subjective factor in one’s account of luck. Remember that our interest
is in what makes an event lucky, and not merely on what prompts subjects to judge that an event is lucky (even though the latter can obviously be a guide to the former). With this in mind, I propose that we set condition (c) in Riggs’ account of luck to one side.

The second point is related to the first, and concerns the fact that Riggs isn’t defining lucky events *per se*, but rather the different notion of events which are lucky *for a subject*. With the significance condition included in the account of luck this might well make sense, in that the relevant notion of significance will probably be an agent-relative one, and hence the resulting account of luck will be agent-relative too. But insofar as we reject this condition on lucky events, then is there any reason treat an account of luck as being relativized to agents in this way? I think not, though as we will see it may well be crucial to Riggs’ account that he continues to conceive of luck in this fashion.

With these two *caveats* in mind, let us turn our attention to conditions (a) and (b) in Riggs’ account of luck. Whereas (a) is relatively clear, (b) is more opaque. In particular, what does it mean to “exploit” an event for a purpose? We can get a handle on what Riggs has in mind in this regard by considering an example that he uses.34

Recall that we noted a moment ago that an obvious problem facing lack of control views concerns events like the rising of the sun that are completely out of anyone’s control but which are not classed as lucky. Riggs claims that our verdict in this regard is too quick. He asks us to imagine a case where two explorers—called Smith and Jones—are about to be executed by a local tribe, only for a total eclipse to come along and for this to lead to the tribesmen abandoning their plan to kill the explorers. Riggs now imagines that while one of the explorers—Smith—had no inkling that the eclipse was going to happen, the other explorer—Jones—knew full well that this event would occur. In particular, Jones was counting on the eclipse occurring as a means of avoiding possible execution by the natives.

Riggs concludes that while the event was not lucky for Jones, it was lucky for Smith. And note that this is even despite the fact that an eclipse is a nomically necessary event that is beyond anyone’s control just as much as the sun’s rising in the morning. In terms of the account of luck that Riggs offers, the difference between Smith and Jones relates to condition (b). For while (in line with (a)) the event in question is equally completely beyond the control of either of them, it is only Smith who didn’t successfully exploit this event for his purposes (because he didn’t know it was going to occur).

That Riggs is here talking about an event which is lucky for one agent but not for another should give us pause for further reflection. For while it is undeniable that the event will seem lucky to Smith, since he was lacking crucial information about this event, we have already noted that we
should not conclude from the mere fact that an event seems lucky to a certain individual that therefore it is lucky (still less that it is lucky for that person). Indeed, once we set aside purely subjective factors, such as one person’s limited informational state, there seems no obvious reason why we would regard the eclipse happening when it did as being lucky at all—in fact, it was bound to happen when it did. The relevant judgement to follow in this regard is thus not Smith’s but ours, which (since we are in full possession of the facts) would surely accord with Jones’ judgement that this event wasn’t lucky at all. Furthermore, notice that once we know the facts of the situation then it matters not one jot whether we failed to “successfully exploit” the event in question, since even when it is stipulated that condition (b) is met we nevertheless do not regard the event as lucky.\(^{35}\)

In any case, this is all by-the-by since Riggs’ account still fails to explain why paradigm cases of events which are outwith an agent’s control don’t thereby count as lucky. At best, with the example of the eclipse Riggs is offering us an example of an event that is out of the control of the agent and which doesn’t satisfy the modal account of luck, but which is nonetheless (he claims) lucky for a certain agent. We have disputed this contention. The interesting question, however, is what Riggs would say about the standard case of the sun rising in the morning. Doesn’t this event satisfy the conditions on luck that Riggs lays down and therefore count as lucky? Indeed, it is hard to see how adding the condition regarding the subject’s failure to exploit this event for some purpose makes any difference to this perennial problem for the lack of control account of luck, given that it is normally the case that nomically necessary events such as this are not exploited in this way. It follows that the account of luck which Riggs is offering is untenable, at least unless one wishes to treat whole swathes of nomically necessary events as lucky. Even on a more nuanced reading, then, the lack of control account of luck is still implausible.\(^{36}\)

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

I conclude that the modal account of luck, at least when properly formulated, is still the best theory of luck available. In particular, it does not succumb to the counterexamples that have been levelled against it, and it is superior to rival proposals in the literature, such as that lucky events are events which cannot be rationally expected to occur, or that lucky events are events which are outwith one’s control.\(^{37}\)
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Most famously, of course, this is the view defended by Williamson (2001). Note that we are here glossing over the issue of whether an adequate analysis of knowledge must thereby be a reductive analysis. My own view is that this is unnecessary, and that what we seek is rather an analysis which is informative. (Reductive analyses are sometimes uninformative, after all, as when they are ad hoc, and non-reductive analyses can nonetheless be informative). For more on the methodology of epistemology, see Pritchard (2012a; 2014a).
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I am here characterizing possible worlds in the standard way—as set out in seminal work by Lewis (1973; 1987), amongst others—in terms of a similarity ordering. I comment on some of the philosophical issues raised by possible worlds below.

As it happens, I have first-hand experience of this point about newspapers. In my late teens I gained work experience with a local newspaper and saw for myself the lengths they went to in order to ensure the accuracy of their lottery results. (And note that this is just a local newspaper with limited resources, rather than an internationally respected national newspaper like The Times).

Note that the slogan for the UK’s national lottery is: “It could be you!”. This is clearly not the ‘could’ of probability, since in this sense it (realistically) couldn’t be you, but rather the ‘could’ of modal nearness—i.e., if you play the lottery, then someone just like you will win it. This is borne out by their advertising campaign, which at one point featured a God-like finger hovering over ticket-holders, and then zapping one of them (the winner). Note that in arguing that one would be crazy to bet on a modally far-fetched event with similar odds to a lottery win I am not thereby suggesting that playing the lottery is rational. The point is rather that whatever one thinks of the rationality of playing the lottery, placing a bet on a modally far-fetched event with similar odds would be, from a rational point of view, much worse.


Of course, it may be lucky in such a case that one gets to buy a lottery ticket, but that’s a different event from the one under consideration, which is one’s winning of the lottery. (This point reminds us of the importance of making the target lucky event clear and keeping it fixed throughout our evaluation). Relatedly, the agent concerned might still regard the lottery win as lucky, but this would be because she is not in possession of relevant information about this event. As I explain below, we are interested in luck as an objective phenomenon, and not merely in subjects’ judgements about luck, regardless of their epistemic pedigree.

See Kahneman & Varey (1990) and Tiefen (1996) for discussion of how subjects’ judgements about degrees of luck (/risk) vary in proportion to the counterfactual closeness of the target event.

Indeed, subjects tend to judge travelling by car as more risky when it is made clear that they will be a passenger rather than the driver. See, for example, McKenna (1993). For more on the illusion of control, see Langer (1975) and Thompson (1999; 2004).

This is the so-called overconfidence bias. Famously, in a US study Svenson (1981) found that 93% of drivers rated their driving abilities as above average. Indeed, interestingly (though perhaps not surprisingly), those with low levels of skill are often more apt to overestimate their skill levels, a phenomenon known as the ‘Dunning-Kruger effect’. See Kruger & Dunning (1999).

Does it matter that we are dealing here with luck/risk ascriptions that are the product of cognitive bias? As I explain below, I don’t think it does.

I discuss the notion of risk and how it relates to luck in more detail in Pritchard (2014a).

That we are offering an account of luck simpliciter, and not of good or bad luck in particular, requires emphasis. Whether the luck is good or bad is a further judgement that we bring to bear on the event, in terms of whether it is positive or negative. I don’t think it should be part of a theory of luck to say much more about good and bad luck than this, for it is luck simpliciter that we are interested in. I say more about this point in §2.
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Note that the notion of cognitive failure is potentially broader than false belief, in that a failure to believe the truth in appropriate circumstances can be itself a kind of cognitive failure. But we will be setting this kind of complication to one side here.

For example, I’ve argued that with safety properly understood as motivated by an anti-luck epistemology, then one can evade a dilemma posed for safety-based theories of knowledge by Greco (2007) and also explain how even one’s beliefs in necessary truths can be unsafe. Moreover, I claim that anti-luck epistemology has predictive power, as it enables us to adjudicate, in a principled fashion, between opposing responses to certain cases, in that it can highlight which details of the case are important and thereby explain why two superficially identical formulations of a given example can generate very different responses. For more on anti-luck epistemology, see Pritchard (2005; 2007a; 2012c, 2012d). See also Pritchard (2007b; 2008; 2009; 2013; forthcominga; forthcomingb).


This has implications for anti-luck epistemology. This is because with the significance condition in play as part of one’s theory of luck one is in danger of endorsing pragmatic encroachment about knowledge by default. Roughly, this is because the significance condition seems to bring in purely pragmatic factors, and hence insofar as this is a condition on lucky events, and knowledge is understood in terms of the exclusion of lucky events of a certain kind, then knowledge possession seems to be dependent upon purely pragmatic factors. Hence, one gets pragmatic encroachment about knowledge. But whatever truth there may be in the pragmatic encroachment thesis, we should be wary about such a thesis simply falling out of the application of the theory of luck to one’s epistemology. Hence it is an advantage to anti-luck epistemology if we can construe it in such a way that it doesn’t incorporate a significance condition on luck and therefore doesn’t lead to pragmatic encroachment. For further discussion of pragmatic encroachment, see Fantl & McGrath (2007; 2011). See also Pritchard (forthcomingb). For further discussion of anti-luck epistemology and pragmatic encroachment, see Ballantyne (2011; 2012).

There has been some recognition of this point in the debate about moral luck. See Domsky (2004), Royzman & Kumar (2004), and Enoch & Gutte (2010).

These are sometimes known as the ‘world border’ and ‘world order’ problems, respectively. For discussion of these problems, see Lewis (1973; 1987).


The exceptions are those particular lucky events which involve large financial gains, such as lottery wins. Winning a fortune is not the same as being fortunate, however, and once we keep this distinction in mind then the temptation to think of particular lucky events—even those involving large financial gains—in terms of the language of fortune subsides. For example, we are not tempted to describe a lottery win that results not in a financial gain but in some other benefit—say, to have a prominent building named after one—in terms of the language of fortune. See also endnote 30.

Note that luck and fortune come apart in other ways too. For example, lucky events can be both positive (e.g., beneficial) and negative (e.g., harmful), whereas fortune is usually only used in a positive way.

It is interesting to reflect on why we might use the term ‘luck’ to describe such long-standing features of one’s life. One explanation might be that it represents a kind of modesty, whereby we are disavowing any credit that might accrue to us for our good health. Another possibility is that we have a faulty picture of how our health functions such that even despite one’s genes, one’s diet, regular medical check-ups and so on, there is always nonetheless a close possible world where one’s health is poor.

Unger (1969) offers an influential proto-anti-luck epistemology, albeit in terms of the notion of an accident rather than in terms of luck. See also Rescher (1990), though note that, as explained below, Rescher offers a different account of luck in his later work.

A similar proposal has recently been offered by Steglich-Peterson (2010).

The similarities between this case and Rescher’s example could explain why we might be tempted to characterize this example as one of good fortune. One point to keep in mind here is that Vincent is in this case finding a fortune (in treasure), and that this might well constitute background noise that impairs our judgement about the case. Would we describe a parallel case where the accidental discovery is not treasure but, say, a long-lost keepsake of sentimental rather than financial value in terms of good fortune? My instinct is that we wouldn’t, and I think this reflects the fact that good fortune tends to relate to long-term significant features of one’s life. For further discussion of Lackey’s critique of the modal account of luck, see Levy (2009; 2011, ch. 2). See also endnote 25.

The locus classicus when it comes to the debate about moral luck is the exchange between Nagel (1976) and Williams (1976). I offer my own response to this problem in Pritchard (2006; cf. Pritchard 2005, ch. 10). See also Driver (2012), who discusses the modal account of luck in the context of the problem of moral luck. For defences of (versions of) the lack of control account of luck, see Nagel (1976), Statman (1991), Zimmerman (1993), Greco (1995), Riggs (2007; 2009), and Coffman (2007; 2009). See also endnotes 32 and 36.

That said, the idea that lack of control is even a necessary condition on luck has been criticized. See, especially, Lackey (2008). For discussion, see Coffman (2009) and Levy (2009; 2011, ch. 2). Note that Levy (2011, ch. 2) offers a hybrid account of luck that has both a modal and a lack of control element. Given that the modal account of luck offered here is consistent with the idea that lack of control is a necessary condition for a lucky event, it is thus not obviously inconsistent with Levy’s proposal. Interestingly, Levy also thinks that there is a second kind of luck besides
the type that we are discussing here which concerns lucky events. This is roughly equivalent to what Nagel (1976) had in mind when he wrote about “constitutive luck”, which is luck in the traits and dispositions that one has. I must confess that I am sceptical that this is a genuine kind of luck, and the reason why should be apparent from my earlier discussion—viz., I think the notion that Levy has in mind is probably best understood in terms of the notion of fortune.

33 I believe Latus (2000, 167) was the first to offer this example. See also Pritchard (2005, ch. 5).

34 The example is from Riggs (2009, §5).

35 Furthermore, notice that as Riggs describes the case it is also not a matter of luck that the explorers were due to be executed at that particular time. Had this not been so, then there would have been scope for it to be lucky that the explorers were due to be executed at the particular time in question (i.e., the time that the eclipse occurred), but Riggs also rules this out.

36 Hurley (2003) offers what she calls a ‘thin’ account of luck as nothing more than the obverse of responsibility, and obviously this way of thinking about luck has some parallels with the lack of control view. Given that Hurley isn’t aiming to offer a full account of luck, however, I will set this proposal to one side. (Indeed, on the face of it, at least, it seems that what Hurley has in mind could be captured by the idea, compatible with the modal account of luck, that lack of control is a necessary condition for lucky events). Similar points apply to Mele’s (2006) conception of luck. Like Hurley, he doesn’t seem to be offering a complete account of luck (or, at least, I have struggled to discern one from the text), though he does appear to hold that lack of control is at least a necessary condition for lucky events. So construed, however, his conception of luck will also be compatible with the modal account of luck offered here.

37 My thinking about the philosophy of luck has benefitted from the input of many people over the years, including (this is not an exhaustive list): Nathan Ballantyne, Heather Batally, Martijn Blaauw, Kelly Becker, EJ Coffman, Steven Hales, Jennifer Lackey, Joe Milburn, Nicholas Rescher, Wayne Riggs, Sabine Roeser, Matthew Smith, Lee John Whittington, and Di Yang.